About: Audio Visual Equipment
Provisions for the competition

We will provide a projector, laptop hook-up cable and a screen for each presentation. It is your team’s responsibility to bring a laptop and any additional equipment your team would like to use in your presentation (i.e. a PowerPoint clickers, speakers, etc.).

We will provide a HD-15 Male connector (picture A) laptop hook-up cable. Please check to see if your laptop has a HD-15 Female (picture B) connector jack. Most PCs have this jack while most Macs do not. If your laptop does not, please bring an adapter for your laptop to create a HD-15 Female connection.

About: Internet
Provisions for the competition

Internet access will not be provided in presentation rooms. If your presentation requires internet access, please make the necessary arrangements.

You may purchase internet access for your hotel room through the Marriott. Ask the hotel check-in staff about this amenity when you arrive if you are interested.

These guidelines are for teams accepted to compete in the 2016 Challenge.